Dominica combines PowerScape 3D panels and Shadow Play® Sky Flower to create a play system that captures the sunlight to create a fun and dynamic play space. System features two slides, Erratic Climber with Hex Net, Fun-L-Up Crawl Tube and more. The play system is connected to a TriNet Climber by a hex net rope climber. The Sky Flower is in the middle of an ADA Hex Deck and...  

Features and Benefits:
- Exclusive climbers like the Erratic Climber with Hex Net and TriNet Climber
- Shadow Play Sky Flower is accessible motion play activity that promotes social and creative play
- PowerScape 3D panels feature punched steel and HDPE plastic for a unique visual and tactile experience
- Constructed of durable,...

Model: PS16003  
Use Zone: 33' X 44'  
Fall Height: 7'  
Age Group: 5 to 12 Years  
Number of Children: 30-35

Limited Lifetime Warranty on uprights, hardware and connections. Visit gametime.com/warranty for full warranty information.